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About This Content

The official soundtrack for Reigns with music by Mateo Lugo and Disasterpeace.

1. James the Crusader (A Aeolian) 05:07

2. Benevolent Deeds 01:18

3. Minstrel's Magnum Opus 00:35

4. William the Great (D Dorian) 03:47

5. Cunning Deeds 01:56

6. Minstrel's Martial Song 00:27

7. Holy Deeds 00:54

8. Harry the Young (E Phrygian) 05:12

9. Dark Deeds 01:32

10. Minstrel's Spirit Hymn 00:34
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11. His Majesty's Fool 00:35
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Wow. Just... wow. When I heard of a Pajama Sam game I never played when I was a child, I instantly bought it, without looking
at the reviews. Let me tell you, I should have read the reviews. This game is ABSOLUTE RUBBISH. I thought the re-dub of
Spy Fox in Dry Cereal was terrible. Not only is this the worst voice acted HE game I've ever played (And I played them all, sans
this one), its also the worst designed. The world is absolute rubbish, and not just because it happens in the land of garbage. After
coming from the food world of Pajama Sam 3: You are what you eat from your head to your feet, which was brilliantly made,
this feels like it should have been the prototype before the first Putt Putt and Fatty Bear games. I now know why I missed this
game as a child, it should have never existed.. I love this game.. and i rly enjoy playing it but i cant seem to end it... on syndicate
end.. i kill max balding... and nothing happens.. please help!!!. Full review later. Early thoughts now: This game is unforgiving at
a level about one step higher than Dark Souls. Any errors in the first three levels means you're replaying it.

Update 11/9/15: The update that just dropped has loosened up the requirements in the first five levels as well as giving better
highlighting to the win conditions, and it's much more engaging and forgiving now. Well done to the developers. Check the
dates on other reviews if they comment on the difficulty.. yo this game owns. two things i like
lettuce
ubermosh. This is not a bad game, but it certainly is underwhelming for people, who played Caesar or similar games with quite
annoying game mechanics. Little to no depth.

The most annoying thing for me was the evolvement of houses. In Caesar you had full control over where evolvement takes
place, since you were the one chosing which goods and services are provided to the neighbourhood. For example, I had whole
quarters dedicated to making wine, pottery, oil and so on. Those quarters were provided with everything they needed to evolve
to some moderate levels and they were happy with it. It would be ridiculous to provide them with all the luxury goods and
services needed to evolve to high class patricians with mansions.

And that is where this game is different: You have basically zero control over evolvement of the houses. They just WILL
evolve. That would not be a problem, if they were not demanding new stuff and if you don't provide them with that riots will
start and they will burn the city down. That is a major flaw for me, since it forces you to basically build a new subcity around
EVERY area you want to expand to and there is no way around it.

There is no way to stop this, let alone build dedicated quarters for certain industries. If you expand it is just building the whole
city again next to the city with some minor exceptions and it gets old very, very soon.

If you have no experience with these games this might be for you. I rather play Caesar again.
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\u043f\u0435\u0439\u0437\u0430\u0436\u0438. \u0421\u043f\u0430\u0441\u0438\u0431\u043e
\u043e\u0433\u0440\u043e\u043c\u043d\u043e\u0435!

ENG:
I have visited Austria so far and I was satisfied with the purchase. Excellent DLC! There are cows, beautiful huge mountains, an
incredibly beautiful waterfall on the way from Munchen to Salzburg, and also liked the ponds and breathtaking landscapes.
Thank you very much!. Probably the smoothest feeling movement and combat of any game.. I hate to say it but is seems very
unfinished and not very scarry at all almost childish, it could have potential but realy unfinished game with no point or story...
I realy don't recomend this as a game at all.... Overall the game is good but for me the price is a bit too high.
The game is sort of boring without any in-depth storyline and geared more towards completing quests.
Not my styler personnally as i am into story-driven First-person walking simulators.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qridMVuvjPw&feature=youtu.be
Broken Reality contains the following gameplay mechanics:
- The game has an interesting and colorful environment.
- The game is basically a walking sim with quests.
- The game is slow-paced as you cannot run or jump.
- Collect likes and thumb up posts to get more likes.
- Take pictures to get more likes.
- Buy stuff with your credit card to get more likes.
- Destroy virus windows to gain access to blocked areas.. Ultimately this is not a BAD game, but I did find it a bit more
frustrating than I was expecting. For a game that relies so heavily on platforming, the platforming felt... well, not great. There
were a lot of times considering how little of the game I played where I was sure I was landing on a landable surface only to find
that I fell right through the floor. Then I would jump back up and stand on the exact same platform that I had fallen through
moments before. There's also some sort of base-building mechanic, and maybe the game gets better once you really get into
that, but I never got any sense at all of how to actually hit that breakpoint since the level structure is randomly generated each
night. This means that every time you go out you have no idea where your objective will be and you end up just wandering
around for a long time. On the whole it's definitely an interesting premise and it could have been really good but a few big issues
in platforming and design make it a bit rough at the start and I decided not to press on.
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